Abstract. This paper concerns the computation of the coefficients c k of the characteristic polynomial of a real or complex matrix A. We analyze the forward error in the coefficients c k when they are computed from the eigenvalues of A, as is done by MATLAB's poly function. In particular, we derive absolute and relative perturbation bounds for elementary symmetric functions, which we use in turn to derive perturbation bounds for the coefficients c k with regard to absolute and relative changes in the eigenvalues λ j of A. We present the so-called Summation Algorithm for computing the coefficients c k from the eigenvalues λ j , which is essentially the algorithm used by poly. We derive roundoff error bounds and running error bounds for the Summation Algorithm. The roundoff error bounds imply that the Summation Algorithm is forward stable. The running error bounds can be used to estimate the accuracy of the computed coefficients "on the fly," and they tend to be less pessimistic than the roundoff error bounds. Numerical experiments illustrate that our bounds give useful estimates for the accuracy of the coefficients c k . In particular, the bounds confirm that poly computes the coefficients c k to high relative accuracy if the eigenvalues are positive and given to high relative accuracy.
where I is the identity matrix, c 1 = − trace(A), and c n = (−1) n det(A). The goal is to analyze the forward error in the coefficients c k when they are computed from the eigenvalues of A, as is done in the poly function of the software package MATLAB.
1 MATLAB's poly function first computes the eigenvalues of A with the eig function and then determines the coefficients with the so-called Summation Algorithm.
This paper differs from our previous paper [9] because there we derived bounds for the coefficients c j with regard to changes in the matrix, whereas here we derive bounds with regard to changes in the eigenvalues.
Main results.
The idea is to relate the coefficients c k to elementary symmetric functions in the eigenvalues λ i of A via c k = (−1) k s k (λ). The elementary symmetric functions are defined as
Absolute perturbations. Letλ i be eigenvalues of a matrix whose characteristic polynomial is z n +c 1 z n−1 + · · · +c n−1 z +c n , and express the absolute perturbation in the eigenvalues as Then the absolute change in the polynomial coefficients with regard to changes in the eigenvalues is to first order (Theorem 2.12)
where s k (|λ|) is the elementary symmetric function in the absolute values of the eigenvalues. This means if s k−1 (|λ|) is large, then small absolute perturbations of the eigenvalues can cause a large absolute error in c k . Hence we can interpret s k−1 (|λ|) as a first order absolute condition number for c k with respect to absolute perturbations in the eigenvalues.
To estimate abs and reveal the sensitivity of the computed eigenvalues, let us consider a diagonalizable matrix A = QΛQ −1 with eigenvalues λ i and a perturbed matrix A + E with eigenvaluesλ i . Then the absolute change in the polynomial coefficients with regard to changes in the matrix is to first order (Theorem 2.14)
The intermediate computation of the eigenvalues causes the perturbation E to be amplified by the condition number of the eigenvectors Q with respect to inversion. In the special case when A is normal or Hermitian, then Q 2 Q −1 2 = 1 so that the eigenvalues are insensitive to changes in the matrix, and
Relative perturbations. Let A be nonsingular, and letλ i be eigenvalues of a matrix whose characteristic polynomial is z n +ĉ 1 z n−1 + · · · +ĉ n−1 z +ĉ n .
Express the relative eigenvalue perturbation as rel ≡ max 1≤i≤n |λ i − λ i |/|λ i |. Then the relative change in the polynomial coefficients with regard to changes in the eigenvalues is to first order (Theorem 2.13)
This means if ks k (|λ|)/|c k | is large, then small relative perturbations of the eigenvalues can cause a large relative error in c k . Hence we can interpret ks k (|λ|)/|c k | as a first order relative condition number for c k with respect to relative perturbations in the eigenvalues. In particular, if all λ i > 0, then s k (|λ|) = |c k | and is to first order
This means if all eigenvalues are positive, then there is no cancellation in the computation of the coefficients c k , and they are well-conditioned in the relative sense with regard to relative changes in the eigenvalues. To see the effect of the computed eigenvalues, we choose a specific value for rel for a normal matrix A with eigenvalues λ i and a perturbed matrix A+E with eigenvalueŝ λ i . Then the relative change in the polynomial coefficients with regard to changes in the matrix is to first order (Theorem 2.15)
Hence the eigenvalue computation can amplify the perturbation in the matrix by a factor of n 2 A −1 2 .
Roundoff error bounds.
We show that the Summation Algorithm, which computes the polynomial coefficients from the eigenvalues and is essentially the algorithm used by MATLAB's poly function, is forward stable (Remark 4.1). As a result, the roundoff error bounds for the coefficients are similar to the perturbation bounds.
Assume the eigenvalues are computed to absolute accuracy abs , and denote by fl[c k ] the coefficientc k computed in floating point arithmetic. Then to first order (Theorem 4.9),
where u is the unit roundoff, and γ 2n ≡ 2nu/(1 − 2nu). This means in floating point arithmetic, there are two amplification factors: s k−1 (|λ|) and s k (|λ|).
If the eigenvalues are computed to relative accuracy rel and fl[ĉ k ] denotes the coefficientĉ k computed in floating point arithmetic, then to first order (Theorem 4.10),
Hence in floating point arithmetic, relative perturbations in the eigenvalues are amplified by s k (|λ|)/|c k |. In particular, if all eigenvalues are positive, then
As before, one can replace abs and rel in the roundoff error bounds by perturbation bounds for particular classes of matrices. We also present running error bounds (Theorem 4.8) to estimate the accuracy of the computed coefficients "on the fly." These bounds tend to be less pessimistic than the worst case roundoff error bounds, because they use intermediate quantities from the Summation Algorithm and can account for some degree of cancellation due to subtractions.
Numerical experiments.
The experiments (section 5) illustrate that our bounds give useful estimates for the accuracy of the coefficients c k . In particular, the experiments confirm the bound (1.1) which implies that poly should compute the coefficients c k to high relative accuracy if the eigenvalues are positive and given to high relative accuracy, because in this case poly encounters no cancellation due to subtractions.
We illustrate that poly can compute the coefficients c k to high accuracy, regardless of whether the eigenvalues are well separated or are clustered (section 5.2). This happens, for instance, with Hermitian positive definite matrices because their eigenvalues λ i are well-conditioned and positive so that the coefficients c k are well-conditioned with regard to changes in the λ i . In contrast, though, poly does not necessarily compute accurate coefficients just because the eigenvalues are accurate (sections 5.3 and 5.4). This happens, for instance, with Hermitian indefinite matrices whose eigenvalues λ i are well-conditioned, but the coefficients c k are ill-conditioned due to cancellation from subtractions. Of course, when the eigenvalues are ill-conditioned, then poly cannot be expected to compute accurate coefficients c k from these ill-conditioned eigenvalues (sections 5.1 and 5.6).
Overview.
In section 2 we derive absolute and relative perturbation bounds for elementary symmetric functions, and for the coefficients c k with regard to absolute and relative changes in the eigenvalues. In section 3 we present the Summation Algorithm for computing the coefficients c k from the eigenvalues λ j , and in section 4 we derive roundoff error bounds and running error bounds for the Summation Algorithm. Numerical experiments in section 5 illustrate the performance of the bounds.
Notation.
We denote by λ = (λ 1 . . . λ n ) a vector of real or complex numbers λ i . The absolute value applies componentwise, i.e., |λ| ≡ (|λ 1 | . . . |λ n |). The inequality λ > 0 means that λ i > 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The identity matrix is denoted by I, and the superscript * denotes the conjugate transpose. The expression diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) denotes an n × n diagonal matrix with diagonal elements λ j .
Perturbation bounds.
We start by deriving perturbation bounds for elementary symmetric functions. Absolute perturbation bounds are derived in section 2.1, and relative bounds are derived in section 2.2. These bounds show that the sensitivity of the elementary symmetric functions to changes in the inputs λ can be expressed in terms of elementary symmetric functions of |λ|, i.e., the absolute value of the inputs. The bounds are then used in section 2.3 to produce perturbation bounds for characteristic polynomials with regard to changes in the eigenvalues. In section 2.4 we customize these bounds to particular classes of matrices to reveal the effect of computed eigenvalues.
Definition 2.1. For a vector of n complex or real numbers λ = (λ 1 . . . λ n ), the kth elementary symmetric function is defined as
If the inputs are eigenvalues of a matrix, then the elementary symmetric functions are, up to a sign, equal to the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial.
Lemma 2.2 (Theorem 1.2.12 in [8] ). If A is a real or complex n × n matrix with
Absolute perturbations.
We consider absolute perturbations of the inputs,λ
We use the following approach for bounding the absolute error in the elementary symmetric function s k (λ). From the inputs λ i andλ i , we construct diagonal matrices, and then we apply the perturbation bounds for characteristic polynomials with regard to absolute changes in the matrix from our previous paper [9] . Combined with the relation between elementary symmetric functions and characteristic polynomials in Lemma 2.2, this yields new perturbation bounds for elementary symmetric functions with regard to absolute changes in the inputs. These new bounds are expressed in terms of elementary functions of |λ|, the magnitude of the inputs. Theorem 2.3 (Theorem 3.5 in [9] ). Let A and A + E be n × n complex matrices with respective characteristic polynomials
If A is normal (or Hermitian), then
With the help of Theorem 2.3 we bound the absolute error |s k (λ)−s k (λ)| in terms of elementary symmetric functions applied to the absolute values, |λ|.
Theorem 2.4 (absolute perturbations). Ifλ is an absolute perturbation (2.1), then
Applying Theorem 2.3 to the diagonal matrices A ≡ diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) and E ≡ diag( 1 , . . . , n ) and realizing that E 2 = abs gives the desired bound.
Theorem 2.4 bounds the absolute error in the kth elementary symmetric function s k (λ) in terms of the "preceding" elementary symmetric functions s 1 , . . . , s k−1 , but applied to |λ|. In particular, the first elementary symmetric function s 1 (λ) = λ 1 + · · · + λ n is well-conditioned in the absolute sense for sufficiently small n because
For the remaining symmetric functions and abs < 1, Theorem 2.4 implies the first order absolute bounds
This suggests that small absolute perturbations in λ can cause large absolute errors in s k (λ) if s k−1 (|λ|) is large. For the last elementary symmetric function s n (λ) = λ 1 · · · λ n , we obtain
A similar result is derived in [5, Lemma 3] by means of an inequality due to Mitrinović [11, page 315 ].
Relative perturbations.
We consider relative perturbations of the inputŝ
The approach for bounding the relative error in s(λ) is the same as in section 2.1. From the inputs λ i andλ i , we construct diagonal matrices, and then we apply the perturbation bounds for characteristic polynomials with regard to relative changes in the matrix from our previous paper [9] . Combined with the relation between elementary symmetric functions and characteristic polynomials in Lemma 2.2, this yields new perturbation bounds for elementary symmetric functions with regard to relative changes in the inputs. As in section 2.1, these new bounds are expressed in terms of elementary functions applied to |λ|, the magnitude of the inputs.
We start with a bound for the last elementary function, and then we use it to derive perturbation bounds for the remaining functions.
The last elementary symmetric function.
We use the relative expansion for the determinant below to derive an expression for s n (λ) − s n (λ).
Theorem 2.5 (Theorem 2.13 in [9] ). Let A and E be n × n complex matrices. If A is nonsingular, then
where
Here Theorem 2.6 (error expansion for s n (λ)). Ifλ is a relative perturbation (2.3), then
, and the desired result holds. Now assume that
The second part of Lemma 2.2 implies S
Theorem 2.6 implies the following relative bounds for s n (λ). Corollary 2.7 (relative perturbation bounds for s n (λ)). Ifλ is a relative perturbation (2.3), then
Proof. In the right-hand-side expression of Theorem 2.6, each s i ( ) is a sum of n i terms, where each term is a product of i factors j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Therefore,
rel . This gives the first inequality:
A further upper bound produces the second inequality as follows. If n rel < 1, we can replace the finite sum by an infinite geometric series,
Hence
For rel < 1, Corollary 2.7 implies the first order relative bound
This means if n is sufficiently small, then s n (λ) is well-conditioned with respect to relative perturbations in λ.
All elementary symmetric functions.
With the help of Theorem 2.6 we derive an expansion for the error s k (λ) − s k (λ) in terms of elementary functions of subsets of relative errors i . The example below illustrates the expansion.
. The second part of Lemma 2.2 implies that s 3 (λ) is a sum of 3 × 3 principal minors of A. That is,
Applying Theorem 2.6 to each of these four products gives
The terms on the right-hand side are elementary symmetric functions of three elements of . For instance, the right-hand side of
contains elementary symmetric functions of 1 , 2 , and 4 . Set
Then we can writê
Repeating this for all four products in s 3 (λ) − s 3 (λ) gives
In order to extend this example to any n, we introduce notation for general elementary symmetric functions of subsets of elements.
Definition 2.8. For a vector of n complex numbers λ = (λ 1 . . . λ n ) and
In particular, s 
Proof. Define the diagonal matrix A ≡ diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ n ). According to the second part of Lemma 2.2, each s k (λ) is a sum of ( n k ) principal minors of order k. Since A is diagonal, such a principal minor is a product of k numbers,
Summing up these expansions for all principal minors gives the desired result.
The connection to Theorem 2.6 may be even clearer if we view the products as elementary symmetric functions, i.e.,
, and express Theorem 2.9 as
Theorem 2.9 implies the following bounds for the relative error in s k (λ). 
Proof. Applying the triangle inequality to the expression in Theorem 2.9 gives
Bounding the elementary symmetric functions by |s
rel and summing up all the bounds yields
If s k (λ) = 0, then Corollary 2.10 implies the relative error bound
This suggests that small relative perturbations in λ can cause large relative errors in
, if there are many sign changes in the inputs. The only situation when we can expect a good bound is if all inputs have the same sign so that no cancellation occurs. This agrees with [2] , where it was shown that s k (λ) is well-conditioned in the relative sense if all elements of λ are positive.
Corollary 2.11 (Proposition 7.1 in [2] ). If, in addition to the assumptions of Corollary 2.10, also λ > 0, then
For positive inputs Corollary 2.11 implies the following first order bound:
Perturbation bounds for characteristic polynomials.
We use the bounds for elementary functions in sections 2.1 and 2.2 to derive perturbation bounds for characteristic polynomials with regard to changes in the eigenvalues. Note that this is different from our previous paper [9] where the perturbation bounds were derived with regard to changes in the matrix.
Let A be an n × n complex matrix with the characteristic polynomial 
The bounds follow from Theorem 2.4.
Hence we can interpret s k−1 (|λ|) as a first order absolute condition number for c k with respect to absolute perturbations in the eigenvalues of A. Next we bound the relative error in the coefficients in terms of the relative error in the eigenvalues.
Theorem 2.13 (relative perturbations). Letλ i ≡ λ i (1 + i ) be eigenvalues of a matrix whose characteristic polynomial is z n +ĉ 1 z n−1 + · · · +ĉ n−1 z +ĉ n , and let
If, in addition,
Proof. The first bound follows from Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.10, and the second one follows from Corollary 2.11.
Hence we can interpret ks k (|λ|)/|c k | as a first order relative condition number for c k with respect to relative perturbations in the eigenvalues of A.
Revealing eigenvalue sensitivity.
We present two bounds that illustrate the effect of computed eigenvalues. These bounds are more specialized than those in section 2.3, because they apply to particular classes of matrices, and break down the eigenvalue errors abs and rel into concrete expressions that reflect the sensitivity of the eigenvalues to perturbations in the matrix.
The first bound is an absolute perturbation bound for diagonalizable matrices. It depends on the condition number of the eigenvectors with respect to inversion and reflects the sensitivity of the eigenvalues to perturbations in the matrix.
Theorem 2.14 (diagonalizable matrices). Let A = QΛQ −1 be diagonalizable, where Λ is diagonal with diagonal elements λ i , and let A + E have eigenvaluesλ i and a characteristic polynomial with coefficientsc k .
If 
Proof. From [10, Corollary 3.3] follows that there exists a permutation τ of {1, . . . , n} so that
Use this bound in Theorem 2.13. More bounds of this type can be found in [12, section 5.3] for matrices that are not diagonalizable, normal, Hermitian, and totally nonnegative or are given in terms of a symmetric rank revealing decomposition.
3. The Summation Algorithm. Now that we have performed the perturbation analysis, we can go about computing the elementary symmetric functions s k (λ). Given n input numbers λ 1 , . . . , λ n , the kth function s k (λ) consists of ( n k ) summands. Therefore, straightforward computation of s k (λ) is very expensive. We need a more efficient, yet numerically stable, algorithm.
Baker and Harwell [1] present a collection of algorithms that includes the Difference Algorithm, the Summation Algorithm, and the Grouping Property Algorithm. We focus on the Summation Algorithm because essentially the same algorithm is used by MATLAB's poly function to compute the coefficients of a characteristic polynomial from the eigenvalues of the corresponding matrix; see section 5. To describe the Summation Algorithm, we introduce the following abbreviation. 
. λ i ) is defined as
Roundoff error bounds.
We derive error bounds for Algorithm 1. For elementary symmetric functions with exact inputs, we derive roundoff error bounds in section 4.1 and running error bounds in section 4.2. Then we apply these bounds to characteristic polynomials. In section 4.3 we derive roundoff and running error bounds for characteristic polynomials computed from exact eigenvalues, and in section 4.4 we extend these bounds to characteristic polynomials computed from perturbed eigenvalues.
We assume that the inputs λ are real. Error bounds for complex values are derived in [12, section 5. 
The output of Algorithm 1 isŝ k (λ) ≡ŝ
k . Assumptions 4.1.
1. The elements of λ = (λ 1 . . . λ n ) are normalized real floating point numbers. 2. Algorithm 1 computes the following quantities exactly:
3. The operations in Algorithm 1 do not cause underflow or overflow. The following relations are required for the error bounds. Lemma 4.1 (Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 in [7] ). Let δ i and ρ i be real numbers,
Roundoff error bounds for elementary symmetric functions.
We derive roundoff error bounds for the elementary symmetric functions s k (λ), assuming the real inputs λ are known exactly.
Lemma 4.2 (error expansions). If λ is real, theŝ (i)
k are computed by Algorithm 1, and Assumptions 4.1 hold then
where for each index set (i 1 . . . i k ) the value t is an integer with 1 ≤ t ≤ 2n.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the number i of inputs λ 1 , . . . , λ i . Since there are no floating point operations for i = 1, we prove the induction basis for i = 2. The model (4.1) implieŝ
where |δ 1 | ≤ u, and we used part 1 of Lemma 4.1 to set θ 1 ≡ δ 1 . Similarly,
where |δ 2 | ≤ u and θ 
The induction hypothesis implieŝ
where for each (i 1 . . . i k ) the value t 1 is an integer with 1 ≤ t 1 ≤ 2n − 2, as well aŝ
where for each (i 1 . . . i k−1 ) the value t 2 is an integer with 1 ≤ t 2 ≤ 2n−2. Substituting these two expressions into the one forŝ
Finally, applying part 2 of Lemma 4.1 to both sums giveŝ
where for each (i 1 . . . i k ) the value t is an integer with 1 ≤ t ≤ 2n.
We use the above expressions for the errors to derive roundoff error bounds for elementary symmetric functions computed by Algorithm 1 from exact inputs. 
and
where for each (i 1 . . . i k ) the value t is an integer with 1 ≤ t ≤ 2n. Applying the triangle inequality to every summand gives
According to part 1 of Lemma 4.1, we can bound every |θ 
Running error bounds for elementary symmetric functions.
The perturbation bounds of Algorithm 1 in Theorem 4.3 are worst case bounds that do not depend on actual rounding errors committed during the computations and that do not take into account possible cancellation in intermediate quantities. We derive sharper running error bounds for Algorithm 1. The idea is to compute error bounds from computed values at every step of the recursion so that we can take advantage of cancellation that might occur in intermediate quantities. There are, of course, rounding errors in the computation of the running error bounds, but their effect is negligible [7, section 3.3] .
We denote the error in the computed elementary function by e
k ; that is,
We present recursions for |e
k | that can be used in conjunction with Algorithm 1 to bound the final error |e 
Proof. According to the model (4.2), we can writê
Hencê
.
1 in terms of their errors and simplifying gives
Thus |e
1 |. Now we derive bounds for the errors associated with the remaining elementary symmetric functions. 
. According to the model (4.2), we can write
in terms of their errors and simplifying yields e
k . The triangle inequality gives the desired running error bound forŝ
For k < i ≤ n, we use (4.1) and (4.2) to write
k in terms of their errors and simplifying produces
At last, the triangle inequality gives the desired bound.
4.3.
Roundoff error bounds for characteristic polynomials computed from exact eigenvalues. We apply the bounds for elementary symmetric functions in sections 4.1 and 4.2 to characteristic polynomials that are computed with Algorithm 1 from exact eigenvalues. 
Proof. The first bound follows from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 4.3, and the second one follows from Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 4.4.
The following absolute error bounds ρ k represent running error bounds for characteristic polynomials derived from Theorems 4.5 and 4.6. The quantities ρ 
4.4.
Roundoff error bounds for characteristic polynomials computed from perturbed eigenvalues. At last we derive roundoff error bounds for characteristic polynomials when Algorithm 1 is applied to computed eigenvalues. We do this by combining the roundoff error bounds for exact eigenvalues in section 4.3 with the perturbation bounds in section 2.3.
We start with eigenvalues that have absolute errors. That is,λ i ≡ λ i + i are the eigenvalues of a matrix whose characteristic polynomial is z n +c 1 z n−1 +· · ·+c n−1 z+c n , and abs ≡ max 1≤i≤n | i |. We denote by fl[c k ] the coefficients computed by Algorithm 1 in floating point arithmetic from the perturbed eigenvaluesλ i .
Theorem 4.9 (eigenvalues with absolute errors). Ifλ i are real, Assumptions 4.1 hold, 2nu < 1, and abs < 1, then
Proof. The triangle inequality implies
Applying the perturbation bound in Theorem 2.12 to the second summand gives
To the first summand we apply the roundoff error bound in Theorem 4.7,
and then bound s k (|λ|) with the perturbation bound (2.2)
Theorem 4.9 implies that floating point arithmetic introduces a second amplification factor, s k (|λ|), in addition to s k−1 (|λ|).
Next we consider eigenvalues with relative errors. That is,λ i ≡ λ i (1 + i ) are the eigenvalues of a matrix whose characteristic polynomial is z n +ĉ 1 z n−1 +· · ·+ĉ n−1 z+ĉ n , and rel ≡ max 1≤i≤n | i |. As before, we denote by fl[ĉ k ] the coefficients computed by Algorithm 1 in floating point arithmetic from the perturbed eigenvaluesλ i .
If the exact quantities c k are not available then we estimate η k from
where abs is the maximal absolute error in the computed eigenvalues. If λ > 0 then
Relative bounds from Theorem 4.10. We estimate the relative error |c
where rel is the relative error in the computed eigenvalues. If λ > 0 then
Running error bounds from Theorem 4.8. We estimate the absolute error η k from the running error bounds ρ k .
The machine precision is IEEE double precision u ≈ 1.1 × 10 −16 . To distinguish the characteristic polynomials of different matrices, we use c k (X) to denote the kth coefficient of the characteristic polynomial of the matrix X.
The Forsythe matrix.
This example illustrates that the coefficients of a characteristic polynomial can be extremely sensitive to errors in the computed eigenvalues and that the absolute error bounds (5.1) are able to capture this.
Our version of the Forsythe matrix is a perturbed Jordan block of order n = 200 with zero eigenvalues and a perturbation 10 −10 in the (n, 1) entry:
The characteristic polynomial of F is p(λ) = λ n − ν so that all coefficients except for c 200 (F ) = −ν are zero. 
From these exact expressions, we can compute the largest absolute error abs ≈ 1.78 in the eigenvalues (the eigenvalues were ordered according to the real part). Figure 5 .1 illustrates that the absolute bounds η A K from (5.1) reflect the huge absolute errors and capture the extreme ill-conditioning of the coefficients.
One might think that the large errors in the c k could be in part due to the high multiplicity of the eigenvalues. The next example shows that this is not the case. 
Symmetric positive definite matrix.
This example illustrates that the absolute error bounds (5.2) and the running error bounds from Theorem 4.8 can predict the absolute error in the coefficients well, and that the poly function in MATLAB can compute the characteristic polynomial of a real symmetric positive definite matrix to high absolute accuracy.
The n × n symmetric positive definite matrix is
where Q is a random orthogonal matrix from [Q, R] = qr(rand(n, n)). The computed eigenvalues have absolute accuracy abs ≈ 4 · 10 −15 . We obtained the exact coefficients c k (H) with sym2poly(poly(sym(H))) from the Symbolic Math Toolbox in MATLAB. In our experiments we observed that MATLAB often computes eigenvalues of Hermitian positive definite matrices to high relative accuracy. Therefore, we also plotted relative bounds for n = 200. due to the ill-conditioning of the coefficients, because the eigenvalues were computed to high absolute and relative accuracy. Similar to the positive definite matrix in section 5.2, we define the n×n symmetric indefinite definite matrix as
where Q is a random orthogonal matrix from [Q, R] = qr(rand(n, n)). As before, the exact coefficients c k (J) were determined with sym2poly(poly(sym(J))) for n = 200. Every other coefficient is zero so that c k (J) = 0 for k odd. The nonzero For n = 100 we obtained the exact coefficients c k (T ) with sym2poly(poly(sym(T))) from the Symbolic Math Toolbox in MATLAB. We used the exact expressions for the eigenvalues [7, tightness of the running error bounds from Theorem 4.8 can be several magnitudes better than that of the absolute bound (5.1).
Companion matrix.
One type of matrix for which the coefficients of a characteristic polynomial are easy to determine is a companion matrix, because the first row of a companion matrix contains the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial. We chose a companion matrix with coefficients that increase in magnitude, 
The Frank matrix.
This example shows that absolute bounds based on first order perturbation bounds, such as (5.1) and (5.2), may not be sufficient to bound the error in the polynomial coefficients, and that higher order effects need to be taken into account.
The Frank matrix U is an upper Hessenberg matrix with determinant 1 from the gallery command of test matrices in MATLAB. The coefficients of the characteristic polynomial appear in pairs, in the sense that c k (U ) = c n−k (U ). The eigenvalues are positive and occur in reciprocal pairs.
For a Frank matrix of order n = 20, we used the Symbolic Math Toolbox in MATLAB to determine the exact coefficients c k (U ) with the command sym2poly(poly(sym(U))) and the exact eigenvalues with double(eig(sym(U))). From the exact eigenvalues, we determined the maximal absolute error in the eigenvalues as abs = .3. MATLAB's poly function computed the last coefficients with large absolute errors. In particular, c poly 20 (U ) ≈ 10 6 while the exact value is c 20 (U ) = 1. 
